Fern Knit 2

A Haworth Digital Knits Inspiration Guide
Bringing Fashion to Furniture

The refined coziness of your favorite sweater. The support and style of the latest running shoe. Haworth Digital Knits combine it all, applying the advanced knitting technology used in fashion to office furnishings. The result brings beautiful knit patterns, soft high-performance fibers, and breathable comfort into the workplace—and right to your desk chair.

Fern: Refined, Sustainable Comfort

Fern knit-back task seating features inlaid lofted-knit quilting in an elegant honeycomb pattern that welcomes you with flex for movement and a plush, breathable extra layer of comfort. Made from soft recycled polyester yarn, each Fern knit-to-fit back diverts 17 plastic water bottles from landfills, supporting sustainability efforts, decarbonization, and Haworth’s net-zero strategy. Eight color options offer on-trend design combinations that range from subtle to stunning when paired with a variety of available seat upholstery. Browse through the following palette suggestions and let them inspire you.
Heathered Grey
Suggested Seat Pairings

Clara 2 by Kvadrat
JB-SU

Blanket
Fort 4H-FT

Hobson
Jumper 3J-12

Cotswold
Silverbush JB-SU

Blend†
AL-HED

Pemberton
Graphite SN-GR

† Pictured
† Alliance – Gabriel
Charcoal Black
Suggested Seat Pairings

- Mekong Nap by Kvadrat
  181
  S7-D

- Atlas by Kvadrat
  191
  LW-A

- Cotswold
  Soft Charcoal
  JB-SC

- Blend*
  1501
  AL-H00

- Cyber†
  3201
  AL-J59

- Pemberton
  Graphite
  SN-GR

* Pictured
† Alliance – Gabriel
Mariner
Suggested Seat Pairings

- Melange Nap by Kvadrat 781 ST-P
- Reflect by Kvadrat 174 SB-174
- Coctail 791 S7-P
- Main Line Flax Tower 6M-TW
- Blanket Cocoon 4H-CC
- Pemberton Nightfall SH-NG

* Pictured
Suggested Seat Pairings

Novelty
Fresh
3L-TR

Hobson
Stones*
3J-20

Melange Nap by Kvadrat
III
ST-A

Scapes
Water
3S-WT

Main Line Flax
Westminster
EM-WS

Pemberton
Griffin
SN-GF

Waterside
Suggested Seat Pairings

* Pictured
Mist Grey
Suggested Seat Pairings

- Pemberton Nordic SN-NR
- Scapes Moon 3S-MN
- Novelty Trinket 3L-TR
- Hobson Edinburgh* 3J-7
- Steelcut Trio 3 by Kvadrat 713 SY-T10
- Main Line Flex‡ Watford ZH-348

* Pictured
‡ Alliance – Camira
Suggested Seat Pairings

Dune Rose

Hobson
Phoenix Reid
3J-1T

Cure†
64240
AL-J34

Floyd by Kvadrat
IH40†
S6-W

English Tweed
Fox
4E-FX

Blend†
2101
AL-H55

Brisa
Shizlake
XG-27

† Alliance - Gabriel
* Pictured
Emberglow
Suggested Seat Pairings

Clara 3 by Kvadrat
644 NV-N

Reflect by Kvadrat
444 S8-444

Floyd by Kvadrat
9220 S6-M

Novelty
Zany 3L-ZN

Reflect by Kvadrat
464 S8-464

Dots
Capri* S6-QP

* Pictured
Want to See More?

View all the seat fabric options and design your own Fern knit-back task chair.

Learn more about Haworth Digital Knits.